All limbs are unique. Many are less than optimally-shaped. You rarely can control the limb shapes you must work with.

Now, you can control liner shapes for your below-knee patients.

Patients with:
- Prominent, bony limbs
- Uneven limb shapes
- Short limbs
- Scar tissue

Patients with these conditions can experience the same skin-friendly, comfortable Alpha® gel as those who wear off-the-shelf Alpha® liners.

Because you choose gel thickness and where it is placed, you DESIGN your patients’ comfort. You DESIGN liners that minimize bunching. You DESIGN liners that won’t rub or aggravate the patella.

All your patients deserve a comfortable fit. You deserve the technology to give it to them. Try Alpha® DESIGN so that you can DESIGN comfort.

For more information, call 1.800.553.3445 or visit our website: www.owwco.com.

• You decide. You DESIGN.
• You DESIGN using OMEGA™ Tracer systems or plaster cast
• You DESIGN in three fabric styles and three colors